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Simple Predicate 
verb 

Complete Predicate 
(add complements and adverbs) 

hurried to buy a gift before it closed, hurried to the mall 

 can change quickly and without warning 

must accept  

 after he leaps onto the its back, will secure the alligator’s jaws with duct tape 

 down the aisle with the Twirl-a-Whirl next to the cotton candy stand is 

confessed  

should be preparing  

Fill in the missing PREDICATES to create sentences.  Use the ones above or write new ones. 
 

1) ________________________________ the zookeeper _____________________________ 

 _________________________. 
 

2) _________________________________________________________ the bumper car booth. 
 

3) The storm’s wind speed and direction ______________________________________________. 
 

4) ________________________________ Joseph ___________________________________ 

 _________________________. 
 

5) The suspect who was arrested at the scene __________________________________________. 
 

6) ________________________________ her math teacher _________________________________ 

 _____________________________. 

Add complements and adverbs to each simple predicate(verb) to create complete predicates. 

Fill in the missing parts of these predicates with the indicated information. 
 

7) _______(when)_________________ the groomer ________(how)________ combed out the tangles in 

  the cat’s hair.  
 

8) _______(where)_______________________________  wallowed a pig. 

 

9) The exterminator caught ______(what—a complement)______________ __________(where)______________ 

 ______________(when)_______________. 
 

10) _______(when)_________________ my mother was  _________(what—a complement)______________  

 ______________(why)_______________. 
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Related BUILD Activity:  Launch the BUILD activity.   Look at a build exercise, ask students to make their own 
predicate build set.  First, students write a new subject similar to the one in the exercise (possibly take suggestions 
from the class).  Then, students write four to five different predicates that could work with the subject .  Challenge 
students to add details to their predicates.  Also, students can write the predicates on pieces of paper or 
notecards and place them over the sentence’s predicate slot.   Have students share their predicates with each 
other.  Do at least one build set for each placement of the predicate (after, before, and surrounding the subject). 

 

Related FIND Activity:  Launch the FIND activity.   On a separate sheet of paper, have students make a four 
column chart with the following headings: after, before, surrounding, and verb.  Play a paragraph and as each 
predicate is revealed make a tally mark in the after, before, or surrounding column based on the placement of the 
predicate within the sentence.  Also, record the verb  that is the simple predicate in the fourth column. 

Circle the verb (simple predicate).  The complete predicate is underlined. 
 

11)  During dinner, my ten-year-old dog, an Irish setter, sat and begged for table scraps. 

12)  While the boat was docked in port, one sick sailor spread influenza to the entire town. 

13)  After he fell in the lake, our dog, Bowser, shook his entire body violently to dry off. 

14)  In the far corner of the reception hall  on a tall pedestal rests the six-tier wedding cake. 

15)  Jim must approach cautiously on his snowmobile to look for survivors of the avalanche. 

16)  Can we adopt the puppy with white paws and floppy ears? 

Write the complete predicate on the line and circle the verb (simple predicate) within it. 
 

17)  Narrow, fast-flowing air currents called jet streams are found in Earth’s atmosphere.

 _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
18)  Above the troposphere and below the stratosphere flow the major jet streams.

 _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
19)  Despite their overall westerly direction, Earth’s jet streams can stop entirely, split into parts, and even  
 blow in the opposite direction. 
 _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
20)  After a large volcanic eruption in 1883, weather observers first mapped the pattern of smoke carried 
  around the globe by the jet stream. 
 

 _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
21) Over the next fifty years, many scientists and pilots contributed to our understanding of the Earth’s  
 jet streams. 
 

 _______________________________________________________________________ 
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Simple Predicate 
verb 

Complete Predicate 
(add complements and adverbs) 

hurried to buy a gift before it closed, hurried to the mall 

can change can change quickly and without warning 

must accept because of his lack of  preparation, must accept his low grade 

will secure after he leaps onto the its back, will secure the alligator’s jaws with duct tape 

is down the aisle with the Twirl-a-Whirl next to the cotton candy stand is 

confessed confessed to the crime because he felt guilty 

should be preparing to help her students on the exam, should be preparing a set of review problems 

Fill in the missing PREDICATES to create sentences.  Use the ones above or write new ones. 
 

1) ____After he leaps onto its back,__ the zookeeper _will secure the alligator’s jaw with duct tape__. 

2) ___Down the aisle with the Twirl-a-Whirl next to the cotton candy stand is___ the bumper car booth. 

3) The storm’s wind speed and direction _can change quickly without warning_____. 

4) ____Because of his lack of preparation,___ Joseph __must accept his low grade__. 

5) The suspect who was arrested at the scene ______confessed to the crime because he felt guilty_____. 

6) ___To help her students on the exam,__ her math teacher _should be preparing a set of review problems. 

Add complements and adverbs to each simple predicate(verb) to create complete predicates. 

Fill in the missing parts of these predicates with the indicated information. 
 

7)   After the bath,      the groomer    carefully        combed out the tangles in the cat’s hair.  

8)   In the sty just         outside the barn          wallowed a pig. 

9)  The exterminator caught       a opossum         under the floor           this afternoon. 

10)  During lunch,     my mother was       upset            because my brother and I were fighting. 

Circle the verb (simple predicate).  The complete predicate is underlined. 

11)  During dinner, my ten-year-old dog, an Irish setter, sat and begged for table scraps. 

12)  While the boat was docked in port, one sick sailor spread influenza to the entire town. 

13)  After he fell in the lake, our dog, Bowser, shook his entire body violently to dry off. 

14)  In the far corner of the reception hall  on a tall pedestal rests the six-tier wedding cake. 

15)  Jim must approach cautiously on his snowmobile to look for survivors of the avalanche. 

16)  Can we adopt the puppy with white paws and floppy ears? 

Write the complete predicate on the line and circle the verb (simple predicate) within it. 
17)  are found in Earth’s atmosphere  

18)  Above the troposphere and below the stratosphere flow  

19) Despite their overall westerly direction, can stop entirely, split into parts, and even blow in the opposite  

 direction.  

20) After a large volcanic eruption in 1883, first mapped the pattern of smoke carried around the globe by  

 the jet stream. 

21) Over the next fifty years, contributed to our understanding of the Earth’s jet streams. 


